Treatments of high specificity are desirable for cancer therapy. Light-triggered nanotheranostics (LTN) mediated cancer therapy could be one such treatment, as they make it possible to visualize and treat the tumor specifically in a light-controlled manner with a single injection. Because of their great potential in cancer therapy, many novel and powerful LTNs have been developed, and are mainly prepared from photosensitizers (PSs) ranging from small organic dyes such as porphyrin-and cyanine-based dyes, semiconducting polymers, to inorganic nanomaterials such as gold nanoparticles, transition metal chalcogenides, carbon nanotubes and graphene. Using LTNs and localized irradiation in combination, complete tumor ablation could be achieved in tumor-bearing animal models without causing significant toxicity. Given their great advances and promising future, we herein review LTNs that have been tested in vivo with a highlight on progress that has been made in the past a couple of years. The current challenges faced by these LTNs are also briefly discussed.
Introduction
Cancer is among the leading causes of death in the world, with 14.1 million incidences and 8.2 million deaths estimated in 2012 [1] . Efforts in both fundamental research and clinical practices revealed that cancer is a systemic disease involving both cancerous and normal cells, and single modality treatments are far from efficient to eradicate primary and metastasized tumors of high heterogeneity [2] . Therefore, the combination use of surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and immunotherapy is routine in the clinic. Discouragingly, the response rate is low and the duration of effect is transient, largely due to the heterogeneity among patients and the ability of cancer cells to adapt and survive treatment [2, 3] . More importantly, severe side effects occur even if the treatment is of less or no effect. Thus, it is of critical importance to optimize treatment for individual patients to achieve the highest therapeutic efficiency along with the best safety profile. Theranostic agents that are able to detect tumors and their pathology, predict and monitor the response to treatment, and exert specific and controlled therapy is highly desirable to achieve this goal.
Since one theranostic agent is expected to exert multiple functions, modalities with different functions must be integrated into one entity, which is challenging from a molecular design and synthesis perspective. This issue could be addressed with nanotechnology, obtaining nanotheranostics that are predominantly nano-sized theranostic agents with three "faces" (Figure 1 ) [4, 5] . Firstly, the nanotheranostics are nano-sized objects, and thus possess the common capabilities of nano-objects such as preferential accumulation in the tumor through the Ivyspring International Publisher enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect, feasible surface modification, and multifunctionality. Secondly, the nanotheranostics are imaging agents able to detect and diagnose the disease, and monitor its response to the applied treatment. Finally, nanotheranostics are therapeutic agents capable of treating tumors via different mechanisms of action. The use of nanotheranostics improves the specificity of the treatment, and allows the accumulation and effect of the drug to be monitored in real time, helping to assess the potential benefit and risk of treatment before extensive dosing. Due to the obvious advantages of nanotheranostics [6, 7] , much effort has been devoted to design and develop new and powerful nanotheranostics over the past few years.
Light-triggered nanotheranostics (LTN) are entities that can be remotely triggered to exert anti-tumor activity through light irradiation ( Figure  1) , and have therefore attracted extra attention from researchers, mainly for the following reasons: (1) optical imaging techniques have already been widely used in both clinic and laboratory for tumor imaging and biomolecule detection [8, 9] ; (2) many photosensitizers (some of which are in clinical use) have been reported to kill the cancer cells by generating local hyperthermia, reactive oxygen species (ROS) or singlet oxygen ( 1 O 2 ), with no significant resistance to the treatment observed so far [10] ; (3) multiple light-triggered functions could be easily integrated into one single particle in a well-defined pattern through elegant but feasible construction techniques [10] ; and (4) compared with other activation modalities used in nanotheranostics construction, near-infrared light (NIR) has several obvious advantages such as low treatment invasiveness, rare non-specific activation, high spatiotemporal precision, real-time dosage adjustment and the capability to be switched on and off. Given their potential in cancer treatment, this review will focus mainly on LTNs, particularly on their progress in the past two years. The following sections start with a brief introduction on the mechanism of light-triggered therapeutics, followed by a discussion on LTNs constructed from different photosensitizers (PSs). The current challenges of LTNs are also discussed.
Light-triggered therapy and imaging
Triggering a biological effect with light is not a new phenomenon, having been widely adopted by almost all living organisms. For instance, chlorophyll, a class of specialized chromophores, captures energy from light to generate high energy chemical intermediates, and the energy is then transferred, stored, utilized, and dissipated. The PS, such as chlorophyll, is the key component for all light-activated systems including LTNs. Many PSs have so far been discovered and synthesized [11, 12] , including nanomaterials with unique photo properties [13] [14] [15] , which enables the construction of a wide variety of LTNs. The way they respond to light irradiation accordingly depends on the chemical property of the incorporated PS. A nanotheranostic agent is a single entity with three characteristics: nano-sized particle, therapeutic agent, and diagnostic agent. As nano-sized particles, nanotheranostics help to solubilize and protect cargos, improve accumulation of both contrast and therapeutic agents at the disease site, and enable integration of multiple functions into one single particle. As therapeutic agents, nanotheranostics can eradicate cancer cells via singlet oxygen ( 1 O2) or ROS generation, hyperthermia, radiation, or the release of chemotherapeutics. As diagnostic agents, nanotheranostics provide contrast for positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), absorbance imaging, fluorescence imaging, or photoacoustic tomography. Nanotheranostics that exert a therapeutic effect upon light irradiation (red) were termed as light-triggered nanotheranostics or LTNs, which are the focus of this review.
Organic dyes and carbons-based materials closely resemble chlorophyll in their response to light irradiation. The absorption of a photon by these PSs would elevate an electron of the PS from its ground state to a higher excited state, and the molecule is then placed in the lowest vibrational level of the excited state through internal relaxation. The further relaxation of the molecule could then result in: (1) the emission of a photon with a Stokes shift in wavelength; (2) the transfer of energy to its surrounding environment as heat; or (3) conversion from singlet to triplet state, followed by photon emission or generation of ROS (type I) or 1 O 2 (type II) [16, 17] . During the light-triggered therapy of cancer, heat and 1 O 2 are the two major effectors. Heat generated by the PS could cause hyperthermia of the irradiated tissues, denoted as photothermal therapy (PTT). Raising the temperature of the tumor to 42 °C can make the cancer cells more susceptible to additional treatments such as irradiation and chemotherapy, in addition to causing a degree of apoptosis. Direct cell death can also be induced in the tumor by raising the temperature of tumor to 45 °C or above [18] . 1 [20] . Aside from the two therapeutic effectors, the fluorescence, photoacoustic (PA) signal and the surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) of LTNs upon light irradiation could be used for tumor imaging in living objects [21, 22] .
The response of metal-based nanomaterials to light irradiation is quite different to that of organic PSs. Light incident on noble metal [23] or semiconductor [24, 25] nanoparticles induces the oscillation of conduction electrons relative to the lattice of positive ions with a frequency that depends on the properties of nanoparticles (e.g. size, shape and composition) and their environment, a phenomenon known as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The strong surface plasmon oscillation then decays either nonradiatively as heat or by radiating its energy as light [23, 26] , allowing the application of these inorganic nanoparticles in PTT, PA and optical imaging of tumors [27] . LSPR could also exponentially enhance the Raman scattering of molecules in the vicinity of the nanostructures, and thus enable SERS-based imaging of cancer [23] . There are also other mechanisms through which inorganic nano-sized PSs interact with photons. For instance, some metal oxides (TiO2 and ZnO), while being irradiated with UV light, are able to form photo-induced hole-electron pairs that can interact with surrounding O 2 and H 2 O to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) for PDT [28, 29] .
Light-triggered cancer therapy through other mechanisms, such as photoisomerization and photocleavage-induced drug activation and release, has also been reported [30, 31] . For instance, light-triggered drug (doxorubicin or gentamicin) release from liposomes was achieved with precise spatial and temporal control by incorporating 2% or 10% (molar ratio) porphyrin-phospholipid into liposomes and irradiating the tumor with a laser [32, 33] . Nevertheless, few LTNs based on these mechanisms have been developed [34] . The following part of this review will mainly discuss the most recent progress in LTNs constructed from small molecular and polymeric organic PSs, nanocrystals or carbon-based nano-objects, which eradicate cancer cells through PDT and PTT.
Organic LTNs
Phototherapy of cancers using organic PSs have a history dating back to 1975, when Dougherty and colleagues reported that hematoporphyrin administration followed with light irradiation could cure animal tumors [35] . Many organic PSs have since been developed, some of which are already in clinical use for the treatment of superficial cancers [13, 36] . Despite their light-controlled efficacy and biocompatibility, most small molecular PSs suffer from poor pharmacokinetic properties. Thus, these PSs were made into LTNs, generally via two strategies [26, [36] [37] [38] [39] : self-assembly of a small molecule PS into an LTN and using functional nanoparticles to deliver these PSs (Figure 2 ). In addition, the imaging potential of PSs could also be improved when they were made into LTNs. Currently, the most investigated organic PSs are porphyrin-, cyanine-, and polymer-based dyes, which will be discussed below in detail.
Porphyrin-based LTNs
Porphyrin-based photosensitizers are a class of heterocyclic aromatic ring containing small molecules (such as porphyrin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin) that can emit fluorescence and generate 1 O 2 or heat upon light irradiation. A number of porphyrin-based PSs have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for clinical use [40] , however their application is limited by poor aqueous solubility, low cancer specificity, and low sensitivity in cancer imaging. Strategies for constructing light-triggered LTN from small molecular organic photosensitizers (PSs). Small molecular PSs which provide contrast for imaging and a therapeutic effect upon irradiation could be built into LTNs via five strategies: (1) the small molecular PS could be modified and induced to self-assemble into discrete LTNs; (2) nanocarriers, (3) nano-sized contrast agents, (4) nanomedicine, or even (5) LTNs could be used as transporter for small molecular PSs.
Assembling
porphyrin-based PSs into nanostructures is a feasible and widely adopted way to improve their pharmacokinetic properties, taking advantage of the hydrophobic collapse and π-π stacking between porphyrin-based PSs. For instance, Zheng and colleagues constructed a porphysome (a liposome-like vesicle) by co-assembling pyropheophorbide-phospholipid conjugates with PEGylated phospholipid (19:1, mol/mol) [41] . The close packing of pyropheophorbide in the bilayer of porphysomes facilitated the conversion of light into heat rather than fluorescence and 1 O 2 generation. Their extensive intratumoral accumulation was confirmed with PA tomography and porphysome destruction-activated fluorescence imaging. Subcutaneous xenograft tumors in mouse models were completely eradicated through PTT after intravenous injection of porphysome at 42 mg/kg followed with local 680 nm laser irradiation (1.9 W/cm 2 , 1 min) 24 h after injection. Recently, the PTT efficacy of porphysomes has been successfully confirmed using rabbit and hamster models bearing hand and neck cancers [42] . Intriguingly, the porphysomes could also be turned into PDT agents with near 100% 1 O 2 generation efficiency through simple palladium chelation, and into a SERS contrast agent for tumor imaging [22] . Triple-modality imaging (ultrasound, photoacoustic and fluorescence) could be realized by encapsulating a perfluorocarbon gas into bacteriochlorophyll-lipid microbubbles, a porphysome-like vesicle that transforms into nanobubbles under ultrasound [43] . These findings suggest that vesicles assembled from porphyrin-based PSs could be a versatile LTN for PDT/PTT based tumor ablation and multi-modality tumor imaging. Other than a covalent conjugation strategy, porphyrin-based PSs could also be introduced into vesicles non-covalently. Recently, a benzoporphyrin derivative (BPD) was physically loaded into the lipid bilayer of nanoliposomes for PDT applications, providing a fluorescence imaging capability and controlled release of encapsulated cabozantinib (a multikinase inhibitor) ( Figure 3A ) [44] . PDT here triggered the apoptosis of cancer cells and endothelial cells, while cabozantinib suppressed the anti-apoptosis and VEGF signaling, achieving a significant synergistic effect. More importantly, cabozantinib also inhibited MET-the receptor tyrosine kinase for hepatocyte growth factor-signaling to suppress cancer cell motility and invasion, and thus prevented metastatic escape of cancer.
Other than vesicles, porphyrin-based PSs could also be engineered into micelle-like particles by conjugating the PS with biopolymers such as peptides, polysaccharides and their derivatives [45] [46] [47] [48] ; into solid particles via loading of porphyrin-based PS into nanoparticles [49, 50] ; or into bio-mimicking particles through mixing of porphyrin-based PS derivatives with functional peptides [51] . Bio-responsive or bio-mimicking LTNs incorporating porphyrin-based PS are the current focus of this area, as high tumor specificity and biocompatibility could be achieved. Tumor microenvironment-responsive LTNs were prepared by conjugating the porphyrin-based PS, Purpurin18, to a matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) sensitive (in bold) and integrin targeting (underlined sequence) peptide, PLGVRGRGD (Pro-Leu-Gly-Val-Arg-GlyArg-Gly-Asp) [45] . The obtained conjugates were water soluble with preferential accumulation in the tumor, wherein they were cleaved by MMP and self-assembled into nanofibers. PA tomography revealed improved accumulation and prolonged retention of Purpurin18 in the tumor, and complete tumor ablation via PTT was observed after laser irradiation (at 6 and 10 h after intravenous injection of ~60 μg of the conjugate, 730 nm, 1.2 W/cm 2 , 5 min). In addition to this strategy, nanoparticles that could mimic long circulating bio-particles in the blood were developed for the purpose of enhancing tumor accumulation, taking advantage of the EPR effect. For instance, high density lipoprotein (HDL) is a spherical nanoparticle (8-12 nm) circulating in blood for cholesterol transportation, and has great potential for drug delivery [52] . Recently, a HDL particle-mimicking porphylipoprotein (PLP) was constructed, comprising 64 Cu-porphyrin-lipid conjugate, cholesteryl oleate, 1,2-dimyristoyl-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), ApoA-1 mimetic R4F peptide, Ac-FAEKFKEAVKDYFAKFWD, and 1,10-Dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindotricarbocya nine iodide bis-oleate (DiR-BOA) ( Figure 3B ) [51] . The PLP had a long half-life of 9.9 h with improved fluorescence and photodynamic activation when compared to porphysome, possibly due to the weaker intermolecular packing. The PLP successfully detected intracranial grafted glioblastoma, orthotopic prostate cancer, and ovarian cancer metastases via integrated fluorescence molecular tomography and computed tomography (FMT/CT) and integrated positron emission tomography and computed tomography (PET/CT) imaging, taking advantage of the fluorescence from porphyrin and DiR-BOA, and the PET signal from 64 Cu-porphyrin.
In addition to the self-assembly strategy that was applied to construct porphyrin-based LTNs, functional inorganic nano-objects have also been used as carriers. These functional inorganic nanoparticles both improve the delivery of porphyrin-based PSs and allow for multi-modality tumor imaging. Graphene, a carbon-based two-dimensional honeycomb lattice [53] , has proven to be an efficient carrier for porphyrin-based PSs, likely due to the strong associative π-π interaction between the PS and graphene [54] . In this case sinoporphyrin sodium, a porphyrin dimer salt with two sterically hindered porphyrin rings, was used instead of its monomer to prevent fluorescence quenching. Carbon dots, another type of carbon-based nanoparticle, have also been used as carriers for zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) to achieve simultaneous imaging and targeted PDT [55] . Nano-sized contrast agents have been used as carrier for PSs to build LTNs that can perform multi-modality imaging. Silica-coated gold nanoclusters (AuNCs@SiO2) are one of these nano-sized contrast agents [56] . AuNCs are subnanometer particles consisting of several to tens of gold atoms. The spatial confinement of free electrons in AuNCs could lead to molecular-like properties such as luminescence, and thus could be used as a fluorescence imaging contrast agent [57] . While silica-coatings are widely used to stabilize AuNCs, they can also provide a framework for further functionalization, with the Chlorin e6 (Ce6) PS in this instance. Fluorescence imaging-guided PDT was successfully performed using a combination of Figure 3 . Representative organic photosensitizer-based LTNs. (A) Schematic illustration and cryo-TEM imaging of the photoactivable multi-inhibitor nanoliposome. The nanoliposome bilayer was composed of DSPE-PEG, DPPC, DOTAP, cholesterol, and a benzoporphyrin derivative that could be activated by light. The cabozantinib encapsulated in the hollow cavity could be released upon light irradiation. Adapted with permission from [44] . (B) Schematic illustration and TEM imaging of a HDL mimetic nanotheranostic which is highly stable in circulation. Adapted with permission from [51] . (C) Schematic illustration of a tumor microenvironment sensitive LTN which would aggregate in the tumor, resulting in improved fluorescence emission for Ce6 activation. Adapted with permission from [67] . (D) The preparation of an "Abraxane-like" nanotheranostic from HAS, PTX and ICG. Adapted with permission from [82] . (E) Schematic illustration of a tumor microenvironment sensitive ICG-loaded LTN that could undergo a morphological transition from micelle to nanofiber. Adapted with permission from [77] .
AuNCs@SiO 2 -Ce6 and 671 nm laser irradiation (0.1 W/cm 2 , 10 min). Iron oxide nanoclusters (IONCs) are another nano-sized contrast agents that were explored as carriers for Ce6, and the resulting LTN enables dual-modality imaging (magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fluorescence imaging) and PDT of the tumor [58, 59] . More importantly, this LTN could be guided to accumulate in the tumor through use of an external magnetic field to achieve efficient PDT. When a pH-sensitive polymer-Ce6 conjugate was used in the preparation of iron oxide nanoclusters (named as magnetic nanogrenades), the MRI, fluorescence imaging and PDT activity of the formed LTN could be specifically turned on in the acidic tumor microenvironment, contributing to the specificity of tumor imaging and treatment [60] .
Functional inorganic nanoparticles can not only aid in tumor targeted imaging and PS delivery, but also enhance the photo-1 O 2 conversion efficiency of porphyrin-based PSs. One such example is upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) that exhibit anti-Stokes behavior due to double energy transfer from Yb 3+ to Er 3+ upon irradiation and the emission of a single photon by excited Er 3+ [61] . Taking advantage of the anti-Stokes behavior of UCNPs, near infra-red (NIR) lasers (deep tissue penetration) could be used to activate the carried PS, whose optimal excitation wavelength lies in the visible range, through fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) from the UCNPs to the PSs. The potential of NaYF4:Yb,Er/PS core-shell nanoparticles in PDT has been proven both in vitro and in vivo [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . For instance, a surface-modified UCNP that could accumulate and aggregate in the tumor in response to tumor-specific cathepsin has been used as carrier for Ce6 to construct LTNs. Compared with conventional UCNPs, the modified UCNP after aggregation showed improved upconversion efficiency, resulting in improved fluorescence emission, Ce6 excitation, and 1 O 2 generation for tumor imaging and therapy ( Figure 3C ) [67] . More importantly, it is feasible to integrate additional functional modalities into the core-shell structured LTN. For example, MRI modality could be incorporated into the LTN by doping gadolinium (Gd) into the UCNP [68, 69] , and chemotherapeutics could be carried together with PS by a single UCNP to achieve a synergistic effect [69, 70] . In these cases, the tumor was highlighted by the accumulated LTNs through MRI and/or fluorescence imaging, and localized irradiation with 980 nm laser instead of short wavelength laser (e.g. 671 nm laser) led to efficient PDT as evidenced by tumor regression. In addition to UCNPs, carbon dots have also been used as FRET donors for Ce6, and efficient tumor detection and ablation was reported [71] .
Porphyrin-based PSs have been used for the phototherapy of cancer for many years, with much success in the treatment of superficial tumors. However, their further application is limited by their poor solubility, low specificity, and poor sensitivity. Many porphyrin-based LTNs were recently developed and tested in vivo, and promising results were achieved from the aspects of both tumor imaging and therapy. The imaging-guided tumor therapy greatly improved the specificity of the treatment, realizing complete tumor ablation without significant side effects. Synergistic effects could be achieved when multiple therapeutic modalities were rationally combined, as exemplified by the work reported by Hasan and colleagues [44] . Nevertheless, the long-term toxicity of porphyrin-based LTNs needs to be fully assessed, which is critical for their clinical application as many porphyrin-based PSs exhibit phototoxicity, especially when accumulated in the skin [72] .
Cyanine-based LTNs
Porphyrin-based PSs typically exert their light-triggered anticancer activity via PDT, a process requiring the presence of oxygen in the environment. However, many solid tumors possess cores that are oxygen-deficient (hypoxic) [73] , greatly limiting 1 O 2 generation and thus the efficacy of PDT. Organic PSs that eradicate cancer cells through PTT are an alternative choice, and cyanine-based dyes are among the most investigated. Cyanines are a class of synthetic dyes characterized by the polymethine functional group, and have been broadly used in fluorescence-based imaging. Indocyanine green (ICG), for example, has been in clinical use as a blood flow imaging agent for more than 50 years, due to its maximum absorption at approximately 800 nm and emission at around 830 nm [32] . However, the quantum yield of ICG is low and a large portion of the absorbed energy is dissipated as heat, a property that favors the application of ICG as a photothermal agent. In addition, free ICG suffers from poor solubility and photostability, high plasma protein binding rate, rapid clearance from the body (2-4 min), and low cancer selectivity [74] . Nanoparticle-based ICG has been proven to be a feasible way to address these issues and realize simultaneous tumor imaging and PTT.
Many nano-sized carriers, including polymeric complexes [75, 76] , peptides [77] , proteins [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] , micelles [85] [86] [87] [88] , vesicles [89] , UCNPs [90] , or magnetic particles [91] have been used to develop ICG-based LTNs. Among those carriers, bio-derived nanoparticles such as human serum albumin (HSA) have received much attention because of their superior biocompatibility. HSA is a 66.5 kDa serum protein with a half-life of ~20 days in circulation. It contains at least two hydrophobic domains, many primary amine groups and carboxyl groups, and one free thiol (Cys 34) [92] , allowing both non-covalent PS binding and covalent PS conjugation. For example, CySCOOH, a carboxyl group containing derivative of ICG, could be conjugated to HSA through an amide bond [83] . Improved tumor accumulation and retention was observed by fluorescence and PA imaging when compared with free CySCOOH, and complete tumor photothermal ablation was achieved when combined with localized laser irradiation (808 nm, 1 W/cm 2 , 5 min). MRI contrast agents could be introduced onto PS-loaded HSA using a similar method, allowing for simultaneous MRI, fluorescence imaging, and PTT [80] . Due to the success of albumin nanoparticles in drug delivery [93] , cross-linked HSA nanoparticles 75 nm in diameter (by DLS) have been explored as a carrier for ICG [78] . The half-life of ICG-loaded HSA nanoparticle was 2.86 h in high contrast to 0.12 h of free ICG. The accumulation of intravenously injected LTN in a subcutaneous xenograft 4T1 tumor could be clearly visualized via fluorescence and PA imaging. After imaging-guided precise tumor irradiation with an 808 nm laser (0.8 W/cm 2 , 5 min), complete tumor regression was observed due to the PDT and PTT from ICG with no tumor recurrence and related toxicity observed. Liu and colleagues went one step further and constructed a photothermal "Abraxane-like" LTN by inducing the co-assembly of HSA, paclitaxel (PTX) and ICG ( Figure  3D ) [82] . The formed HSA-ICG-PTX complexes were 80 nm in diameter, and showed preferential accumulation in the primary and lung metastasized tumors as evidenced by fluorescence imaging. More importantly, both primary and metastasized tumors were successfully treated through the combination of chemotherapy and imaging-guided PTT. In addition to HSA, ferritin, a natural protein for iron storage and metabolism [94] , has also been explored as a carrier for the NIR dye IR820 [81] . The intriguing part of the design is that the ferritin could undergo disassembly and re-assembly in response to changes in pH, a process during which cargos could be loaded into its hollow cavity. Taking advantage of its small size, high loading rates and biocompatibility, significant tumor accumulation was observed via fluorescence and PA imaging, and PTT-mediated tumor ablation was achieved when irradiating the tumor with an 808 nm laser (0.5 W/cm 2 , 10 min).
Compared with conventional nanocarriers, stimuli-responsive nanocarriers possess additional features such as controlled tissue accumulation and drug release [30] . It has been demonstrated that cypate-containing micelles that disassembled at tumor-relevant pH improved the therapeutic outcome of drug resistant cancer [95] . Chen and colleagues successfully improved the tumor retention and corresponding PTT activity of ICG with nanocarriers that would aggregate in response to an intratumoral enzyme ( Figure 3E ) [77] . This transition was induced by chemical conversion of peptide pro-gelator NapFFKYp into peptide gelator NapFFKY in the presence of alkaline phosphatase (ALP). The elegant part of the strategy is that ICG molecules were first encapsulated in micelles self-assembled from NapFFKYp, facilitating their transportation in the circulation and penetration into the tumor. Upon contact with ALP in the tumor cells, filaments and then hydrogel started to grow from the enzymatic generated NapFFKY, enabling the continuous deposition and accumulation of ICG in the tumor, reaching as high as 15.05 ± 3.78% ID/g. Taking advantage of this property, the tumor could be clearly visualized by both fluorescence and PA imaging even 24 h after the injection, and complete photothermal ablation of tumor was observed just 2 days after irradiation with an 808 nm laser (0.8 W/cm 2 , 5 min).
As one might note above, ICG was the most used cyanine-based PS for the construction of LTNs, presumably due to its long use as a contrast agent in the clinic and that considerable heat can be generated when it is incorporated into nanoparticles. However, it should be pointed out that free ICG is eliminated from the patients very efficiently while the retention of ICG-based LTNs in the body is much longer. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate the long-term toxicity of ICG when new ICG-based LTNs are tested in vivo.
Polymer-based LTNs
Most small molecular PSs, especially porphyrin-based ones, can easily aggregate through π-π stacking due to their hydrophobic and rigid planar structures, a process that favors the dissipation of absorbed energy as heat rather than fluorescence and 1 O 2 generation. Based on this property, Zheng and colleagues created their activatable porphysome for cancer diagnosis and treatment [41] . An exactly opposite phenomenon exists, termed aggregation induced emission (AIE) [96] , which was utilized by Liu and colleagues to produce novel AIE-based LTNs [97] [98] [99] . In this case, the PS showed enhanced photoluminenscence and production of ROS after they self-assembled into nano-sized aggregates. Unfortunately, current AIE-based LTNs have to be excited with 418 nm light, which is not desirable for in vivo application. The absorbance peak of some polymeric PSs could red-shift to the NIR region by taking advantage of the emeralidine base (EB) to the emeralidine salt (ES) transition during the doping process. Polyaniline, for example, showed strong NIR light absorbance under acidic conditions, and successfully ablated tumor cells and blood vessels in tumor bearing mice when irradiated with an 808 nm laser (2.5 W/cm 2 , 5 min) [39] . The polyaniline, however, requires a PEGylated fatty acid coating and an extra activation process to exert its desired effect. To simplify the system, Yang and colleagues developed a self-doped polymer, PPDS (poly(sodium 3-((3-methyl-3,4-dihydro-2H-thieno [3,4-b] [1, 4] dioxepi n-3-yl)methoxy)propane-1-sulfonate)), which could form stable nanostructures via a surfactant-free one-step process, and provide strong NIR light absorbance under neutral conditions [100] . After surface modification with anti-CD44 antibody, the LTN could be used in the NIR absorbance imaging and PTT of tumors. Nevertheless, the capability for tumor imaging of the NIR-absorbing polymer is not completely satisfactory due to strong background absorbance. To address this issue, enormous effort has been devoted to incorporating additional imaging modules into nanoparticles self-assembled from polypyrrole (PPy), another type of NIR light absorbing polymer [101] [102] [103] . For instance, magnetic nanoparticles have been incorporated into PPy-based nanoparticles, allowing simultaneous T2-weighted MRI tumor imaging and photothermal tumor ablation [101, 102] . Instead of embedding contrast agents into the core of PPy nanoparticles, Gd could also be introduced into the LTN for T 1 -weighted MRI via covalent modification of PPy with a chelator [103] . The therapeutic effect of PTT could be further augmented when combined with chemotherapy [101] .
Other organic LTNs
The potential of other organic PSs in phototherapy have also been explored. These studies focused on the use of PSs that could be easily fabricated into LTNs on a large scale, and on the use of clinically approved dyes for phototherapy. For instance, gallic acid could be easily made into MRI guided LTNs on the gram-scale by reacting with Fe 3+ in the presence of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) [104] . Prussian blue, a clinical medicine for the treatment of radioactive exposure, has also been used as photothermal agent and contrast agent for PTT and PA imaging of tumor [105] . In addition, new PSs such as boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY)-based photosensitizers are under extensive investigation due to their tunable and sharp excitation/emission spectrum, adjustable singlet-triplet transition, and good photo-chemical properties [12] . The successful development of highly efficient and tunable PSs would greatly advance the area.
Inorganic LTNs
Inorganic nanoparticles possess many unique properties compared with their corresponding bulk materials, among which are their interesting optical properties that are strongly dependent on the particle size [106] . Quantum dots, for example, can emit photons of different energy to that of the excitation radiation, with the emission wavelength determined by the particle size (smaller than the Bohr exciton radius). Additionally, quantum dots exhibit a high quantum yield, superior photostability, long lifetime, and a narrow emission band [107] . In contrast to quantum dots which preferentially emit photons upon irradiation, nanocrystals of noble metals [23] and transition metal chalcogenides [108, 109] , and carbon-based materials of zero- [110] one [111] and two-dimensions [112] tend to scatter light or convert light into heat. These unique optical properties allow their utilization as imaging contrast agents and inorganic photothermal agents [113, 114] . Other nanoparticles such as TiO2 and ZnO have also been reported to generate therapeutic effects under irradiation [28, 29] , but UV light is required for excitation and simultaneous tumor imaging is difficult [13, 115] . These inorganic nanoparticles could be used directly or after optimization as LTNs for cancer treatment (Figure 4 ).
Gold-based LTNs
Noble metals, especially nano-sized gold, have the ability to convert absorbed energy (light) to heat through the LSPR effect [14, 23] . For in vivo application, the LSPR frequency of the gold nanoparticle must be tuned to the NIR range for deep tissue penetration, which can be achieved by adjusting the aspect ratio, shell thickness or architecture of the nanoparticles [23, 27] . Early efforts on adjusting the LSPR frequency of gold nanoparticles focused on tuning the shape of gold nanoparticles by making them into nanorods or nanocages [116] [117] [118] [119] . Through elongation, the LSPR peak associated with the long axis of the nanorods could be tuned from the visible to NIR range [120] . The formation of nanoshells generates pinholes in the wall, increasing in number as the thickness of the wall decreases, with a concomitant red-shift of the LSPR peak to the NIR range [121, 122] . Their tumor ablation efficacy has been successfully demonstrated on a subcutaneous or orthotopic tumor mouse model when combined with 808 nm laser irradiation [117, 122] . Instead of making hollow cubes, gold nanotubes were recently developed, the LSPR peak of which was tunable via adjustment of the nanotube length [123] . Interestingly, gold quantum dots (~2 nm) also have unique optical and paramagnetic properties compared with gold nanoparticles. Due to their high surface energy, gold quantum dots have to be stabilized with a mesoporous silica shell, forming a structure called a quantum rattle (QR) ( Figure 5A ). These QRs could emit NIR fluorescence (812 nm) and generate heat under 672 nm laser irradiation [124] , and thus are ideal LTNs capable of tri-modal tumor imaging (fluorescence, MRI and PA imaging) and PTT. Recently, a new gold nanostructure, named the gold beltflower (GBF), was reported by Chen and colleagues, further demonstrating the importance of nanostructure design in photothermal conversion efficiency determination [125] . This GBF contained multiple (>10) branched petals (10 nm in thickness) with long narrow gaps (1-2 nm) between adjacent petals, and a hollow cavity with a wide opening from the conical tip to the scraggly bottom side. Due to the small thickness of the individual petals and the narrow gaps between them, the LSPR of GBFs is greatly enhanced, as evidenced by an ultrahigh photothermal conversion efficiency (74%). Upon intratumoral injection, their presence in the tumor could be clearly visualized via PA tomography as the generated PA signal could be amplified by their bell-shaped structure. Five minutes tumor irradiation with an 808 nm laser (0.5 W/cm 2 ) was sufficient to achieve complete tumor ablation, while only partial inhibition was observed for gold nanorod treated tumors.
Conventional hollow gold nanoshells and gold nanorods for PTT of tumors are not particularly effective in tumor imaging. Consequently, many additional imaging modalities have been integrated into gold nanoparticles to create multifunctional LTNs. One strategy to construct such an LTN is using nano-sized contrast agents as a core on which to grow a gold shell. For instance, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT, a SERS probe) [126] and IONP [127] [128] [129] [130] have been used to create LTNs that could be used for SERS-or MRI-guided PTT. In contrast to this strategy that introduces additional imaging modalities into the core of gold nanoparticles, another strategy introduces the additional imaging modalities onto the surface instead. In one example, a Raman probe (4-methylbenzenethiol) was conjugated onto the surface of a gold shell, realizing SERS-guided tumor margin determination and localized PTT [131] . In another example, PET imaging modality was incorporated onto the surface of various gold nanoparticles using a chelator-free strategy, allowing the use of gold nanoparticles for PET imaging and PTT of tumors [132] . In this case, 64 Cu (a PET contrast agent) was chemically reduced on the surface of PEG-stabilized gold nanoparticles of various size and shape. The accumulation of 64 Cu-labeled gold nanorods in the tumor could be clearly visualized using PET imaging even 45 h after intravenous injection of the 64 Cu-labeled gold nanorods. Irradiating the tumor with an 808 nm laser (1 W/cm 2 , 10 min) ablated the tumor with negligible recurrence. The most recent advance in gold nanoparticle-based PTT mainly focused on the use of plasmonic vesicles [27] and other clusters [133] . A plasmonic vesicle is a hollow nanostructure with a membrane assembled from amphiphilic polymer brush-coated metal nanoparticles. These membrane-embedded nanoparticles exhibit strong interparticle plasmonic coupling, resulting in an enhanced electromagnetic field in the interstitial spaces, which significantly amplifies the SERS signal [134] and photo-thermal conversion efficiency for tumor ablation [135] [136] [137] [138] . Plasmonic vesicles could be prepared by grafting either amphiphilic block polymers or two types of The structures presented in the light green circle are LTNs built from single materials, and are basic building blocks for more complicated LTNs (light blue circle). LTNs built from gold include nanosphere, nanorod, nanocage, nanoshell, and gold beltflower morphologies (from right to the left), which could be made into plasmonic vesicles, labeled with 64 Cu or IONPs for enhanced therapeutic and imaging capabilities. LTNs built from TMC/TMS could adopt sphere, sheet, or rod morphologies (from left to right), and could form core/shell structures with IONPs, be labeled with 64 Cu or 131 I, or doped with IONPs. LTNs made from carbon include graphene, graphene quantum dots, carbon dots, and carbon nanotubes, which could be doped with quantum dots or IONPs, or coated with mesoporous silica for improved tumor imaging or delivery. In addition, hybrid LTNs were created to improve the imaging or therapeutic outcomes, which include Cu9S5 coated gold spheres, gold-coated carbon nanotubes, graphene-coated gold nanorods, gold nanoparticle-doped graphene, and graphene-loaded plasmonic vesicles.
polymers (one hydrophilic and one hydrophobic) onto one nanoparticle, and then inducing the modified nanoparticles to assemble under optimal conditions [139, 140] . If purposely designed, the assembly and disassembly of plasmonic vesicles could be precisely controlled to realize controllable and traceable drug delivery [134] . The peak of LSRP absorbance could also be precisely tuned by controlling the size of vesicles [136] or the aspect ratio of gold nanoparticles [137] . The peak of LSPR absorbance shifted more toward the NIR region when gold nanorods were used and large vesicles were formed. Along with the red-shift in the LSPR peak, the photothermal conversion efficiency (η) would also increase, enabling their use as PA contrast agent and photothermal agent for tumor imaging and therapy. A recent example of these new gold-based PSs was the plasmonic vesicles self-assembled from PEG and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) coated ultrasmall gold nanorods (2 nm in width and 8 nm in length) ( Figure 5B) [137] . Vesicles of 60, 80 and 96 nm in diameter were prepared, the LSPR peaks of which shifted to longer wavelength as the vesicle size increased. Upon irradiation with an 808 nm laser (0.8 W/cm 2 ), the tumor treated with gold nanorod vesicles (60 nm) could be clearly visualized using PA tomography, and then ablated completely via PTT. More importantly, the plasmonic vesicle could decompose back into its constituent nanorods that could be efficiently cleared from the body due to their ultrasmall size, avoiding any associated potential long-term toxicity. Chemotherapeutic agents such as doxorubicin could also be encapsulated into the hollow cavity for combination therapy [133] .
Gold nanoparticles have attracted much attention due to their unique properties and tunable physiochemical properties (size, shape, surface chemistry). By making them of different size and shape, the peak of LSPR absorbance could be optimized for in vivo PTT application, and additional functional modality could be integrated into nanoparticles through rational design. The success in preparing plasmonic vesicles from small nanoparticles allows the fast clearance of gold nanoparticles from the body while retaining their capability as efficient photothermal agents. These findings pave the road to clinical translation of gold nanoparticle-based agents for cancer imaging and therapy. The development of functional polymers that could stabilize these gold-based LTNs and respond to specific stimuli may be one direction that is worthy of exploration.
Transition metal chalcogenide-or selenide-based LTNs
Transition metal chalcogenide (TMC)-based nanostructures are a class of semiconductor nanocrystals with a strong NIR absorbance resulting from nonconventional LSPR [24, 25] . The peaks of LSPR absorbance of the developed TMC nanocrystals lie in the NIR region, and the absorbed energy is mainly dissipated as heat. Thus, TMC nanocrystals are ideal nanomaterials for PTT.
Copper sulfide (CuS) nanoparticles were developed two decades ago [141] , and are the most studied TMC nanocrystals so far. The LSPR peak of CuS nanoparticles locates in the 900-1100 nm range of the NIR region, which is desirable for in vivo application. However, it was only a few years ago that its photothermal effect and toxicity was actually tested on cells [142] . Compared to gold nanoparticles with NIR absorbance, the size of CuS nanoparticle is much smaller, facilitating its deep tissue penetration and clearance [142] [143] [144] . PET contrast agent 64 Cu could be easily incorporated during the synthesis of nanoparticles without the need for a chelator, Figure 5 . Representative inorganic photosensitizer-based LTNs. (A) Schematic illustration and TEM image of gold-silica quantum rattles. The 2 nm sized gold quantum dots were stabilized in mesoporous silica-based nanoshells. Adapted with permission from [124] . (B) Preparation of plasmonic vesicles from ultrasmall gold nanorods that could dissociate to give PEG-coated gold nanorods after the degradation of PLGA. Adapted with permission from [137] . (C) PVP stabilized 64 Cu-labeled CuS nanodots with ultrahigh efficient renal clearance as evidenced by time-resolved PET. Adapted with permission from [144] . (D) The use of SWCNTs in the treatment of 4T1 lung metastases. The intratumorally-injected SWCNTs could accumulate in SLNs which together with the primary tumor must be irradiated with a laser to prevent the lung metastasis of the 4T1 tumor and prolong the survival of the animals. Adapted with permission from [173] .
allowing PET/CT imaging of its accumulation in the tumor and imaging-guided PTT [145] . Although significant intratumoral accumulation was achieved, large CuS nanoparticles (11 nm in diameter) preferentially accumulated in the liver and spleen, which may cause long-term toxicity to these organs. To address this issue, smaller CuS nanoparticles (5.6 nm in diameter) that could be excreted via the kidneys were synthesized using polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a stabilizer ( Figure 5C ) [144] . Their intratumoral accumulation and subsequent clearance could be visualized using PET, and imaging-guided laser irradiation (808 nm, 2 W/cm 2 , 2 min) completely eliminated the tumor without causing any detectable changes in blood biochemistry and hematology. Other imaging modalities could be introduced into CuS nanoparticles by incorporating Mn 2+ [146] , Gd 3+ -UCNP [147] , or 131 I [148] into CuS-based LTNs. It is noteworthy that Gd 3+ -UCNP and 131 I, while serving as contrast agents for tumor diagnosis, could also act as sensitizers for or executers of radiotherapy, resulting in a synergistic therapeutic effect [147, 148] . The accumulation of 131 I-doped CuS nanoparticles in sentinel lymph nodes (SLNs) near the primary tumor after intratumoral injection could be visualized using nuclear imaging and CT, which guided the subsequent PTT and radiotherapy on the SLNs after surgical removal of the primary tumor. The combined therapy significantly inhibited the metastasis of tumor to the lungs and prolonged the survival of the model animals [148] .
While pursuing CuS nanoparticles with multiple imaging and therapeutic modalities, it is also necessary to improve their tumor targeting capability. Passive, active and externally triggered targeted delivery have all been investigated. Hyaluronic acid-5β-cholanic acid conjugates have been used for CuS encapsulation due to their hydrophilicity and high affinity for CD44 binding [149] . The hyaluronic acid coating facilitated the accumulation of CuS nanoparticle in the tumor through both the EPR effect and hyaluronic acid-CD44 affinity-based active targeting, resulting in improved PA contrast and enhanced PTT efficacy without causing systemic toxicity to the major organs. In order to improve the specificity, the anti-CD105 antibody has been used to increase the intratumoral accumulation of CuS/mesoporous silica core-shell nanoparticles [150] . To track the biodistribution of LTN in real-time with quantitative PET, 64 Cu-NOTA (1,4,7-triazacyclononanetriacetic acid) was introduced onto their surface. High intratumoral accumulation of this LTN (6%ID/g) was achieved 24 h after intravenous injection. Localized irradiation with a 980 nm laser (4 W/cm 2 , 15 min) completely ablated the tumor without noticeable toxicity. In addition to the passive and active tumor targeting strategies, an external magnetic field has also been used to increase the tumor deposition of a CuS-based LTN [151] TMCs can also form single-atom thick sheets that were recently found to be able to convert light into heat [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] . The potential of layered TMCs in tumor PTT was first demonstrated using molybdenum sulfide (MoS2) nanosheets, which were prepared from bulk MoS 2 via weakening of the interlayer forces [152] . Taking advantage of their large surface area for molecular binding, IONPs, 64 Cu, or chitosan could be deposited onto the surface of MoS 2 nanosheets for multi-modality imaging and drug delivery [153, 154] . Tri-modal imaging (PET, MRI and PA imaging) guided localized laser irradiation (808 nm, 0.78 W/cm 2 , 5 min) was found to completely ablate a xenografted tumor [153] , and a synergistic therapeutic effect was achieved when combining PTT with chemotherapy [154] . Aside from the top-down approach, MoS 2 nanosheets could also be synthesized via a bottom-up method (solvothermal treatment) starting from small molecular precursors [155, 156] , a process during which an additional functional modality (Bi, an X-ray attenuator) could be incorporated [155] . In addition to MoS2, tungsten sulfide (WS 2 ) nanosheets were another layered TMC that proved to be a potent photothermal agent, and could be prepared and modified with similar methods used for MoS 2 [157] [158] [159] . Different from MoS 2 and WS 2 , both of which must be modified with IONPs to provide contrast for MRI, iron sulfide (FeS) nanoplates themselves can act as both MRI contrast and photothermal agents [161] . PEGylated FeS nanoplates displayed strong superparamagnetism with an r2 relaxivity of 209.8 mM -1 s -1 that is much higher than that of IONPs. After intravenous injection of PEGylated FeS nanoplates, the tumor could be clearly identified through T 2 -weighted MRI, and then specifically ablated using local laser irradiation (808 nm, 1 W/cm 2 , 5 min).
In addition to spherical and layered structures, TMCs such as bismuth sulfide (Bi 2 S 3 ) could also adopt nanorod shapes. Since Bi is a high Z number element, the high electron density of Bi 2 S 3 offers contrast for CT imaging of tumors. Meanwhile, Bi 2 S 3 absorbed NIR light strongly with a high photothermal conversion efficiency, and thus was an effective contrast agent for PA imaging and a photothermal agent for tumor ablation [162] . [164] .
LTNs, similar to other nanoparticles for biomedical application, must be precisely tailored with regard to their shape and surface chemistry. TMCs and TMSs are ideal LTNs for cancer diagnosis and therapy, as they can be easily made into nanostructures of differing size, shape and surface chemistry with additional integrated functions. Although the efficacy of these LTNs has been validated in vivo, more studies are still required including, but not limited to, the long term toxicity of TMCs and TMSs.
Carbon-based LTNs
Many nanostructures can be formed by carbon, with examples including fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, graphenes, and carbon dots. They have been widely used in many areas such as super strong material fabrication, biomolecule sensing, light harvesting, and drug delivery, due to their superior physicochemical properties and biocompatibility. Since many of these materials can convert light to heat efficiently, they could be used as photothermal agents for cancer therapy as well. Among these materials, carbon nanotubes and graphenes are the two most investigated materials, although the use of other carbon-based LTNs such as carbon dots has also been explored.
Carbon nanotubes are allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical nanostructure, and can be further classified into single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multiple-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). SWCNTs are of particular interest for biomedical application as their pharmacokinetic properties have been carefully investigated [165] [166] [167] [168] . A pioneering study showed that intratumoral injection of SWCNTs followed with local 808 nm laser irradiation (76 W/cm 3 , 3 min) could completely ablate the tumor [169] . Despite their successful application in PTT of cancer in vivo, the major portion of these as-synthesized SWCNTs were off-resonance under a NIR laser, resulting a low efficiency in photothermal conversion. To address this issue, photo-active (6,5) SWCNTs were purified from the as-synthesized carbon nanotubes using a combination of non-linear density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU) and a second iterative DGU, followed by stabilization with poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene)-methoxy poly(ethyleneglycol) (C18PMH-PEG) [170] . These separated (6,5) SWCNTs exhibited five-fold brighter fluorescence and >10-fold greater efficiency in photothermal conversion, allowing clear tumor visualization (808 nm, 0.14 W/cm 2 ) and tumor photothermal ablation (980 nm, 0.6 W/cm 2 , 3 min) even at 0.254 mg/kg (i.v.). The SWCNTs could be further coated with mesoporous silica and then C 18 PMH-PEG for doxorubicin delivery, achieving combination treatment of cancer with PTT and chemotherapy [171] . The designed LTN also provided contrast for PA tomography and MRI (metal nanoparticles doped on the surface of nanotube during the synthesis served as contrast agent), both of which suggested a good tumor accumulation of the LTN. Local laser irradiation triggered PTT and release of doxorubicin to exert a synergistic effect. While shells coated onto the carbon nanotubes enable the encapsulation of MRI contrast agents and chemotherapeutics, it should be noted that the interface between carbon nanotubes and the shells would affect the magnetic properties of the resulting LTN [172] . In the above cases, the SWCNT was used to eradicate primary tumors. SWCNT-based LTNs could also prevent the metastasis of cancer cells to the lungs ( Figure 5D ) [173] . Upon intratumoral injection of SWCNT, their accumulation in the tumor and SLNs could be visualized with NIR fluorescence imaging and MRI. Local laser irradiation to the primary tumor completely eradicated the primary tumor, but only with simultaneous irradiation of the SLNs could metastasis of the tumor to the lung be inhibited to realize prolonged survival.
In addition to one-dimensional carbon nanotubes, two-dimensional (2-D) graphene has also attracted tremendous attention in the past few years because of their interesting optical properties (NIR adsorption and fluorescence emission) [53, 174, 175] , preferential tumor accumulation in different types of tumors, and low retention in the reticuloendothelial system even 24 h post-injection when compared with PEGylated carbon nanotubes [176] . A single intravenous injection (20 mg/kg) plus localized 808 nm laser irradiation (2 W/cm 2 , 5 min) was sufficient to achieve complete tumor ablation 2 days after the treatment without recurrence over the course of 40 days. Despite a high intratumoral accumulation, the photothermal efficiency of the non-reduced, covalently PEGylated nanographene oxide was relatively low. Thus, nano-sized, reduced graphene oxide (nano-rGO) was developed, exhibiting a 6-fold increase in NIR absorption compared with nanographene oxide [177] , though the nano-rGO only weakly fluoresces as the absorbed energy is preferentially dissipated as heat. To rescue their capability for cancer diagnosis, inorganic functional nanoparticles could be doped onto the surface of graphene to create multifunctional LTNs. For instance, quantum dots [178] and IONPs [179] could be introduced onto the surface of nano-rGO, enabling the use of functionalized nano-rGO as contrast agents for fluorescence imaging, MRI and PA imaging, in addition to their role as a photothermal agent. Gold nanoparticles could be further introduced into the system to provide contrast for X-ray imaging and to improve the photothermal conversion efficiency of nano-rGO for PTT of cancer [180] .
Carbon dots [181] and graphene quantum dots (graphene QDs) [182] have recently been used as LTNs for cancer, both of which emit red fluorescence and can kill cancer cells via PTT and PDT, respectively. Carbon dots are quasi-spherical 3D particles with diameters under 10 nm. They were synthesized from polythiophene phenylpropionic acid (PPA) and showed strong photothermal conversion when irradiated with a 671 nm laser (2 W/cm 2 ) [181] . Taking advantage of this property, the carbon dots could be used as a contrast agent for PA imaging and a photothermal agent for PTT of tumors. In contrast to carbon dots, graphene QDs are 2D particles of similar size synthesized from polythiophene derivatives (PT2) [182] . Graphene QDs emitted red fluorescence (695-775 nm) when excited with light of 502-540 nm, and could be used for cancer diagnosis. More importantly, graphene QDs produce 1 O 2 via a multistate sensitization process, resulting in a quantum yield of about 1.3, which makes them a promising photodynamic agent for PDT of cancer.
Carbon-based nanomaterials are a class of materials with great potential in biomedical applications, especially in cancer diagnosis and treatment. They can be structures of zero-, one-, and two-dimensions, with good biocompatibility, high photothermal conversion efficiency or high 1 O 2 yield. More importantly, additional functional modalities can be integrated into these carbon-based nanostructures to obtain multifunctional LTNs.
Despite the success, their heterogeneity is still a big challenge for these materials before their clinical translation. For instance, SWCNTs are a mixture of nanotubes with different lengths and diameters, the majority of which will be off-resonance under laser irradiation, and the prepared graphenes typically have metal nanoparticles deposited on the surface. It is thus necessary to obtain carbon nanomaterials with well-defined physicochemical properties.
Hybrid LTNs
In addition to LTNs composed of one type of PS, many hybrid LTNs have been developed. One reason to build hybrid LTNs is that the efficacy of photothermal conversion could be greatly improved when putting two PSs into a single nanoparticle. For example, after being coated with rGO on the surface, the electromagnetic field around gold nanorods exhibits a four-fold enhancement that improves the photothermal conversion [183] . Other than rGO, Cu9S5 could also be coated onto the surface of a gold nanoparticle ( Figure 6A ) [184] . The constructed Au@Cu 9 S 5 nanoparticles had a well-controlled interface between the core and shell, and a strong coupling of the collective hole oscillation in the heavily doped Cu 9 S 5 with the surface-enhanced near-field of the noble gold nanoparticles was observed, evidenced by superior photothermal conversion efficiency (37%) under irradiation with a 1064 nm laser (second NIR window). In addition to building hybrid LTNs with core/shell structures, the encapsulation of rGO into plasmonic vesicles could also improve the photothermal conversion efficiency ( Figure 6B ). In this case, doxorubicin and doxorubicin-loaded rGO was loaded into the hollow cavity of plasmonic vesicles [138] . The incorporation of rGO into the plasmonic vesicles improved the photothermal performance of the hybrid LTN as rGO itself is a photothermal agent whose photothermal conversion capability could be greatly improved if it is adjacent to plasmonic nanoparticles [183, 185] . At the same time, doxorubicin adsorbed on the surface of rGO would release in an acidic environment upon irradiation with the laser (e.g. in lysosomes). Due to the greatly enhanced photothermal conversion efficiency of the system and sequential release of encapsulated doxorubicin (first non-rGO adsorbed and then rGO adsorbed), the tumor could be clearly visualized with PA tomography, and be ablated with a single intravenous injection of the LTN followed by low-power-density 808 nm laser irradiation (0.25 W/cm 2 ). . rGO-AuNRVe-DOX showed improved photothermal conversion efficiency, and the release of Dox from the vesicles could be accelerated by lowering the pH, with laser irradiation, or a combination of the two. Adapted with permission from [138] . (C) Schematic illustration of IR825-loaded and Gd 3+ -Ce6-conjugated micelles with two therapeutic modalities (PDT and PTT). Treating the tumor sequentially with PTT and PDT was the most effective method for inducing the apoptosis of cancer cells, as evidenced by TUNEL staining. Adapted with permission from [186] .
Another reason to develop hybrid LTNs is that two modalities (PDT and PTT) could be integrated into one nanoparticle. As mentioned previously, PDT, while very effective in cancer cell ablation, requires the presence of oxygen to exert its effect. PTT does not require the presence of oxygen, but a high power laser and prolonged irradiation were needed for PTT to heat the tumor to the threshold temperature. It has been reported that hyperthermia can, in addition to its cell killing capability, improve the blood flow and sensitize the cancer cells to other treatments [18] , and thus a synergistic effect between PDT and PTT is expected. Such LTNs could be constructed from two organic PSs or one organic and one inorganic PS. Liu and colleagues used micelles self-assembled from Gd 3+ -Ce6-conjugated PEG-grafted poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (C 18 PMH-PEG-Ce6-Gd) to encapsulate the photothermal agent IR825 ( Figure  6C ) [186] . The resulting LTN successfully accumulated in subcutaneous xenograft 4T1 tumors in mice, as evidenced by fluorescence imaging and MRI, and the perfusion of the tumor could be monitored through PA tomography by taking advantage of the photothermal effect of IR825. Furthermore, the sequential application of PTT and PDT significantly inhibited the tumor growth compared with PDT or PTT monotherapy or the sequential application of PDT and PTT. A similar synergistic therapeutic outcome could also be achieved by encapsulating Ce6 and cyanine dye into a single micelle, an LTN that also proved useful for dual-modality tumor imaging (fluorescence imaging and PA tomography) [187] . Ce6 has also been combined with a PPy nanoparticle to construct an LTN with both PDT and PTT modalities. In this case, Gd 3+ -Ce6-conjugated bovine serum albumin was used as a stabilizer of PPy nanoparticles [188] . The elegant design of this LTN realized simultaneous dual-modality T 1 -weighted MRI and fluorescence imaging, and specific and potent tumor ablation through PDT and PTT.
Hybrid LTNs composed of both organic and inorganic PS can be easily created by using an inorganic PS as a carrier for an organic PS or by using a second nanoparticle to carry both PSs. For instance, polymer-coated gold nanorods could be used as carriers for ICG [118, 189] or Al(III)-phthalocyanine chloride tetrasulfonic acid (AlPcS4) [190] . Nanographenes (photothermal agents) could deliver ZnPc, a photosensitizer, to realize PDT/PTT-mediated tumor ablation [191] . The recently developed plasmonic vesicles are another ideal carrier for Ce6 to effect PDT/PTT dual-modality treatment [135] . Significant advantages were observed when comparing combination therapy with monotherapy. In addition to these works, Lin and colleagues used a GdOF:Ln@SiO2 framework as a carrier for doxorubicin, ZnPc and carbon dots to realize tri-modal cancer therapy [192] . The UCNP core (GdOF:Ln) converted NIR laser into red light which excited the ZnPc and carbon dots to generate 1 O 2 and heat. The latter, while eradicating the tumor via hyperthermia, could also accelerate the release of doxorubicin for chemotherapy.
It is apparent that creating hybrid LTNs is a feasible and effective way to realize multiple functions that are otherwise difficult to achieve with a single PS. Taking advantage of developments in nanotechnology, the fabrication of nano-sized objects with well-controlled physical properties is becoming easier. However, one should always balance the benefits and costs when designing and synthesizing these smart LTNs.
Discussion
Over the past several years, a great many advances have been made in the design and application of LTN in cancer diagnosis and therapy, and many novel and promising LTNs have been created (Table 1 ). Among the PSs that have been used to construct LTNs, organic PSs (such as porphyrinand cyanine-based PSs) are the most used, presumably due to their good biocompatibility, low toxicity and their utility in both PTT and PDT. In addition, the fluorescence emitted by small molecular PSs could be used in tumor imaging. In most cases, porphyrin-based PSs were used as photodynamic agents and contrast agents for MRI or PET, showing potent efficacy against both subcutaneous and orthotopic tumors. Nevertheless, porphyrin-based PSs have to be excited with ~700 nm laser radiation unless they are used in combination with UCNPs, limiting their application in the treatment of deeply located tumors. Different from porphyrin-based PSs, other organic PSs are photothermal agents that can be effectively excited with 808 nm laser radiation, allowing for deeper tissue penetration [193] . They are mainly used as contrast agents for PA tomography and therapeutic agents for PTT. Similarly, inorganic PS-based LTNs kill cancer cells through PTT, but have their own advantages when compared with organic PSs. For instance, the LSPR peaks of inorganic PSs mainly locate at 808 nm or longer, which is desirable for in vivo application. Furthermore, additional imaging (MRI, CT and PET) and therapeutic modalities (chemotherapy or radiotherapy) can be easily introduced into or onto inorganic PSs via a covalent or non-covalent strategy. Despite these advantages, the safety of inorganic LTNs is the major concern for their clinical application. To address this issue, inorganic LTNs with fast clearance were developed, as well as hybrid LTNs combining two or more PSs working synergistically, through which the exposure and the potential toxicity of these inorganic LTN could be reduced while retaining their anti-tumor activity.
Light-triggered therapy, while effective for eradicating cancer cells, also induces post-treatment effects that could improve the efficacy of combined treatments through enhanced intratumoral penetration and cellular entry of nanoparticles, accelerated drug release, and a boosted immune response against cancer cells [194] [195] [196] [197] . For instance, 1 O 2 generated by an RGD-modified ferritin-based LTN could kill the endothelial cells in the tumor, further permeabilizing the leaky tumor vessels [195] . This EPR enhancement technology increased the intratumoral accumulation of a subsequently injected nanomedicine by as much as 20-fold. It has been reported that the heating of tumors up to 42 °C could make the cancer cells more susceptible to other treatments [18] . One possible reason for this is that the permeability of the cell membrane and endocytosis of nanoparticles is higher at 42 °C than at 37 °C [196] . Local hyperthermia in the tumor would also damage the vasculature in the tumor, which would affect the distribution of subsequently dosed drugs [198] . More importantly, tumor-associated antigens released by LTN-destructed tumor cells, could be processed and presented by dendritic cells stimulated by LNT, resulting in a profound immunological response against the tumor especially when combined with anti-CTLA-4 antibody which could abrogate regulated T cells at distant tumor [197] . It is clear that synergistic therapeutic effects can be achieved when combining LNTs with other therapeutic modalities such as chemotherapy and immunotherapy. [192] a Upconversion nanoparticles were used in LTN construction. FI, fluorescence imaging; PA, photoacoustic tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; CT, computed tomography; SERS, surface enhanced Raman scattering; PDT, photodynamic therapy; PTT, photothermal therapy; Ch, chemotherapy; Ra, radiotherapy.
Conclusion and perspectives
Precision medicine has been recognized as one of the future directions for medicine research and development, as it is becoming more and more evident that the incidence and status of a cancerous disease in one patient can be very different to that in others, as is the response to any treatment. Among the many strategies to realize precision medicine, the development of LTNs presents a feasible means to convert current "one fits all" treatments into personalized approaches [4, 38] . The imaging modality allows the detection of disease sites and predicts whether the patient will benefit from the treatment, while the light-triggered therapeutic modality could be localized in and around the diseased tissue without resulting in any significant off-target toxicity. In addition, the same LTN could be used to monitor the outcome of the therapy, and the second treatment could be initiated or adjusted accordingly. As detailed in the present review, many great advances have been achieved in the development of LTNs for cancer therapy within the past few years, with both their diagnosis and therapeutic capabilities validated on tumor-bearing animal models. In most cases, complete tumor ablation was achieved and synergistic effects were often observed when the LTN was combined with other therapeutic modalities. Currently, several light-triggered therapies are already in clinical use for the treatment of some superficial cancers, achieving good therapeutic effect, though the occurrence of phototoxicity due to the non-specific accumulation of PS in the skin remains a problem [40] . Fortunately, a number of nanomedicines have been approved for clinical use, showing improved specificity and efficacy compared with the respective free drugs. One such example is Visudyne®, a liposomal formulation of verteporfin (porphyrin-based PS) that suffers from poor bioavailability [199] . Taking advantage of advances in nanotechnology, it can be foreseen that the limitations currently hampering the application of PSs will be overcome, and that the clinical translation of LTNs is highly expected.
Despite the promising results and future, several technical challenges must be overcome before the clinical translation of LTNs can be realized. One critical challenge is that current LTNs are of low efficiency with noteworthy side effects, which are mainly due to the low photothermal conversion and 1 O 2 generation efficiency of PSs, and the poor tumor-specific accumulation of LTNs. Another challenge is the poor tissue penetration of the laser radiation required for LTN activation that hampers the treatment of deeply located tumors. Longer wavelength lasers can penetrate deeper into the tissue, but the choice of the laser is dictated by the photophysical properties of the chosen PS. The tissue penetration efficiency and PS activation efficiency must thus be balanced if the highest anti-tumor activity is to be achieved. Toxicity is another big challenge for the clinical translation of LTNs, especially for inorganic nanoparticle-based LTNs which might persist for months in the body and cause toxicity to cells [200, 201] .
To overcome these challenges, LTNs should be improved in several aspects. First, new PSs, laser sources and light delivery methods should be developed. As the key component of an LTN, PSs that absorb longer wavelength radiation and achieve high photothermal conversion and/or 1 O 2 generation efficiency are highly desired to effectively treat deeply located tumors. For instance, CuS nanoparticles with strong absorption at 1064 nm could be visualized with PA tomography even if it was buried beneath tissue up to 5 cm in thickness [143] . For PSs that absorb at shorter wavelengths, it is also possible to treat deeply located tumors through combination use with UCNPs [61] or by using two-photon excitation technology [202] . In addition, it is also necessary to develop new light delivery techniques that could realize PS activation in deep tissues, with one possible strategy being the design of implantable NIR light sources [203] . Second, LTNs with tumor-specific accumulation are required. Most of the reported LTNs realized their tumor accumulation through the EPR effect, and tumor specific treatment was then administered via local tumor irradiation with a laser. However, non-specifically deposited LTNs composed of porphyrin-based PSs or inorganic particles would exert toxicity, as the former would be activated if irradiated with UV or visible light [72] , and the latter could cause long-term toxicity to other organs especially when repeated dosing is required. Thus, it is necessary to improve the specificity of LTNs with strategies such as active targeting and to accelerate the clearance of LTNs (especially inorganic LTNs) by reducing their size [27, 144] . Third, more clinically-relevant tumor models should be used for LTN evaluation. Subcutaneous xenograft tumor models were predominantly used for LTN evaluation (Table 1) , but many human tumors are deeply embedded beneath other tissues. The accumulation of LTNs in the orthotopic tumor and the accessibility of laser to the tumor should be systemically tested. Fourth, the potential of LTNs against tumor metastases has not been extensively explored. Tumor metastasis is the major cause of death for cancer patients, but current work on LTNs focused mainly on the treatment of primary tumors. LTNs that can detect, prevent and eradicate tumor metastases are greatly needed. Rational design of LTNs that are able to exert both potent and transitory PDT/PTT and long lasting chemotherapy or immunotherapy might be a future direction. Lastly, the potential of LTNs in cancer diagnosis has not been fully explored. The imaging modality in current LTNs was mainly used to track the biodistribution of LTNs and to guide the subsequent phototherapy. It is effective but not enough to realize precision medicine which requires the expression profiles of cancer biomarkers to be detected in order to guide further treatment. In summary, LTNs have already demonstrated great potential in cancer therapy, and continuous progress in the field is expected. Multifunctional LTNs with balanced costs and benefits will make a great impact to cancer treatment in the near future.
